Photos of Central District Presidents

Mabel Lee
1930-31 – Nebraska
President of the Middle West Society before it split into the Central District and Midwest District Associations.

Strong Hinman
1932-33 - Kansas
The last president of the 21-year-old Middle West Society that became the Central District and Midwest District Associations.
Margaret Fox
1970-71 - Iowa

Donald W. Henry
1971-72 - Kansas

Frances A Bleick
1972-74 – Minnesota

Russ Gorman
1974-75 – Minnesota

Dorothy Canham
1975-76 – Missouri

Roger Bishop
1976-77 - Iowa

Jean L. Pyfer
1977-79 – Kansas

JoAnne Owens-Nauslar
1980-81 - Nebraska

Roger Kerns
1981-82 - North Dakota

Dorothy High
1982-84 – Nebraska

Hal McKain
1984-85 – Iowa

Jan Adair
1985-86 - North Dakota
Mark Giese
1986-87 – Kansas

Shirley Dutton
1987-89 – Wyoming

Charles DeCorsey
1989-90 – Minnesota

Kathleen Kinderfather
1990-91 - Missouri

Mark Harvey
1991-92 - Colorado

Cheryl Norton
1992-93 - Colorado

Perry Miller
1993-95 - Missouri

Pauline Jacobson
1995-96 - South Dakota

Terry Todd
1996-98 - Colorado

K. Kay Valentik
1998-99 – Missouri

Scott Gorman
1999-2000 – Kansas

Deborah Loper
2000-01 - Nebraska
Deb Stephenson
2015-16 - Wyoming

Amy Heuer
2016-17 - North Dakota

Clayton Ellis
2017-18 – Colorado

Julie Lueckenhoff
2018-19 - Missouri

Joe Deutsch
2019-2020 - North Dakota

Taralyn Garner
2020—2021 - Missouri